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WHAT YOU CREATE IS YOUR MASTERPIECE.
HOW YOU CREATE IT IS OWC.

Perfection comes from attention to every detail, passion in every moment, and tools 
with the power to make magic out of thin air. Our own quest for perfection delivers 
compelling, integrated solutions for every workflow imaginable to keep you performing 
at the limits of possibility.

For 30 years, OWC’s commitment to innovation has consistently delivered a uniquely 
different approach to professional storage, high performance memory, computer 
upgrades, and accessories.

Our focus on innovation continues as we strive to always provide the most effective 
and reliable solutions for every conceivable demand.



OWC MEMORY +
SOLID STATE DRIVES
Don’t settle for a slow Mac in your 

studio. Upgrade with OWC memory 

and SSDs to give your current 

workstation a speed and capacity 

boost. Whether for content creation, 

creative editorial, or mission-critical 

data storage, OWC flash storage and 

memory enhance virtually any creative 

workflow.

GIVE YOUR WORKFLOW
THE OWC SPEED ADVANTAGE



OWC Memory
OWC creates memory for nearly every upgradeable Mac so you can create faster, and keep 
your workstation performing better, longer. OWC memory is engineered specifically for Mac, 
and is the easiest way to give your workstation a total-system performance boost. 

- Easy DIY upgrade with free install videos

- OWC MaxRAM delivers compatible memory beyond the factory capacity limit

- Save up to 70% compared to factory memory

- Covered by our lifetime advanced replacement warranty

MORE OWC MEMORY
MEANS A FASTER MAC

Quality products, competitive prices and expert support for 30 years.     02
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Mercury Extreme Pro  
Mercury Extreme Pro is the professional-grade SSD for content creation
and accelerated workflows. Designed for peak performance and
outstanding reliability.

- Up to 559MB/s peak speed

- Up to 2TB capacity

- Designed for high performance with incompressible data

- 5 year OWC limited warranty

THE PRO CHOICE
FOR EXTREME SPEED
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Mercury Electra 6G
The best SSD upgrade for your Mac.
Make your video workstation perform like new with a Mercury Electra SSD upgrade, the 
trusted SSD engineered specifically for your Mac. With sustained speeds over 550MB/s and 
up to 2TB, accelerate your workflow with performance up to 100x faster than your Mac’s 
factory hard drive.

- Easy upgrade with free how-to videos

- Up to 556MB/s

- Up to 2TB capacity

- 3 year OWC limited warranty

Don’t need 6Gb/s speeds?
The Mercury Electra 3G is designed to help you get the maximum performance from your 
SATA 3Gb/s equipped computer or external enclosure with up to 285MB/s performance 
speeds and 2TB capacity.

Quality products, competitive prices and expert support for 30 years.     04
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Aura Pro X Solid State Drives
Discover the Power of X.
Aura Pro X, the newest addition to the Aura family, truly raises the 
bar. With up to 2.3x better performance, up to 16x the capacity, 
and with improved power efficiency for longer battery life, the new 
Aura Pro X line of SSDs are better in every way.

- PCIe-based (NVMe) for highest performance

- Designed for Macs with PCIe-based storage (2013 Macs and later)

- Designed for macOS High Sierra

- Up to 1352MB/s performance

- Up to 2TB capacity

- 5 year OWC limited warranty

THE AURA FAMILY OF DRIVES

https://www.owcdigital.com/products/aura-pro-x


OWC Aura Solid State Drives
Made for Mac without compromise.
The Aura family of drives have always been the the best way to upgrade your Mac, with
guaranteed compatibility, fantastic performance, and storage space to spare. Designed
specifically for Macs and available as upgrade kits that include everything needed to 
make the upgrade process a truly seamless DIY endeavor.

- Easy upgrade with free how-to videos

- Full installation kit with all tools included

- Re-purpose the factory SSD as a blazing fast portable drive

- Up to a 5 year OWC limited warranty

OWC Envoy Enclosures
A perfect match for your Mac.
Aura SSD kits come with an OWC Envoy enclosure, 
so you can repurpose your Mac’s factory SSD as a 
portable USB 3.1 Gen 1 drive. 

Mac Pro 
2013–Current

Up to 16x the capacity 
over original drive

UP TO
4TB

MacBook Air 
2010–2012

Up to 16x the capacity over original drive
Up to 5.1x faster than factory

UP TO
1TB

MacBook Pro with Retina display 
2012–Early 2013

Up to 16x the capacity over original drive
Up to 5.8x faster than factory

UP TO
2TB

MacBook Pro & MacBook Air 
Mid-2013–2015

Up to 8x the capacity 
over original drive

UP TO
1TB
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EXTERNAL DRIVES 
FOR CREATIVE PROFESSIONALS

OWC EXTERNAL 
STORAGE
When you’re on the cutting edge of 

content creation, storage is everything. 

You need reliable, production-ready 

drives for every step in your workflow. 

OWC’s family of high-performance 

external drives deliver the perfect 

solution. From set to studio.



- Up to 48TB capacity

- Four flexible drive bays — support both 2.5" and 3.5" drives

- Thunderbolt 3 and Thunderbolt 2 models available

- Powered by the revolutionary, highly customizable SoftRAID engine

- Rugged aluminum chassis engineered to run cool and quiet

ThunderBay 4 
ThunderBay 4 is built to provide enormous capacity and flexible RAID 
configurations to perfectly match your performance needs. Available in both 
Thunderbolt 2 and Thunderbolt 3 models, ThunderBay 4 delivers customizable 
features such as predictive drive-failure analysis and comprehensive email 
notifications. With ThunderBay 4 you’ll always have the speed to create while 
knowing your indispensable files are protected. 

THE SPEED YOU NEED

https://www.owcdigital.com/products/thunderbay


ThunderBlade V4
More powerful than you can imagine.
The OWC ThunderBlade V4 is the ultimate working drive for media professionals. The ThunderBlade V4 is the 
fastest external drive that has ever been made. Capable of speeds up to 2800MB/s, it’s compact and tough 
enough to withstand the harshest treatment in between locations. The ThunderBlade V4 comes complete 
with a hard shell case for even greater protection.

- Dual Thunderbolt 3 ports

- (4) integrated M.2 SSD drives

- Delivers read speeds up to 2800MB/s and write speeds up to 2450MB/s 

- Up to 8TB capacity

- Fan-less cooling for 100% silent operation 

- Hard shell protective carrying case included

- 3 year OWC limited warranty

THE FASTEST. PERIOD.
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OWC Envoy Pro EX Thunderbolt 3
Faster than anything before.
OWC Envoy Pro EX with Thunderbolt 3 is the rugged portable SSD designed to go where you go. Available in two 
models, each tailored to meet unique performance requirements. Envoy Pro EX is the ideal solution for on-location 
photo editing or simply taking your photo, video, music, and game libraries with you. Envoy Pro EX (VE) delivers 
professional-grade portable SSD performance that is tuned specifically to deliver stable data transfers, ideal for video 
production and demanding performance needs. With each featuring an integrated Thunderbolt 3 cable, they are 
ready to go, wherever your adventures may lead.

YOUR FUTURE IS FASTER

- High performance up to 2600MB/s

- Large capacity up to 2TB

- Portable and rugged. MIL-STD-810G drop test compliant

- Integrated Thunderbolt 3 cable

- Mac and Windows compatible

- 3 year OWC limited warranty

Quality products, competitive prices and expert support for 30 years.     10
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OWC Envoy Pro EX 
Fast SSD storage meets award-winning design.
With speeds up to 436MB/s, OWC Envoy Pro EX is the portable SSD perfect for your 
mobile workflow. Bus-powered and available up to 1TB, OWC Envoy Pro EX handles the 
most demanding storage needs, in the studio and on the road.

FAST NEVER LOOKED 
SO GOOD

- Desktop-class SSD performance

- Fast USB 3.1 Gen 1 interface

- 3 year OWC limited warranty
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Mercury Elite Pro Dual Thunderbolt
Dual drive high-speed hardware RAID
Mercury Elite Pro Dual with Thunderbolt is the perfect dual-drive 
hardware RAID solution for creative workflows, project archives, and 
system backups. With dual Thunderbolt ports and USB 3.1 Gen 1, 
you’ll have the bandwidth you need with performance to spare.

- Speeds up to 442MB/s

- Up to 12TB capacity

- Dual Thunderbolt 2 and USB 3.1 Gen 1 connectivity

- Easily configure in RAID 0, 1, span or independent mode

- Rugged aluminum chassis with quiet MagLev fan

Quality products, competitive prices and expert support for 30 years.     12
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- USB 3.1 Gen 1 and FireWire 800 connectivity

- Speeds up to 390MB/s 

- Up to 20TB capacity

- Dual-drive hardware RAID 0, 1, span 
and independent

- Rugged aluminum chassis

- USB 3.1 Gen 1 and eSATA connectivity

- Speeds up to 407MB/s 

- Up to 20TB capacity

- Dual-drive hardware RAID 0, 1, span 
and independent

- Rugged aluminum chassis

RAID YOUR WORKFLOW

Mercury Elite Pro Dual
Dual drive professional hardware RAID
Mercury Elite Pro Dual the versatile hardware RAID 0 and 1 
solution for creative projects and system backups. Featuring 
an eSATA or FireWire 800 and USB 3.1 Gen 1 interface, 
Mercury Elite Pro Dual delivers the speed and compatibility 
to match your workflow.
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Mercury Elite Pro 
Versatile professional project drive
It’s the fast, flexible, multi-interface drive you know you can rely on when 
performance counts. Engineered to meet the demands of creative workflows, 
this 7200RPM project workhorse delivers sustained speeds up to 219MB/s with 
a FireWire 800, eSATA and USB 3.1 Gen 1 interface. Mercury Elite Pro is the 
drive you can trust in your workflow, day after day, after day.

- Dependable pro performance: speeds up to 219MB/s

- Aluminum, heat-dissipating chassis keeps your drive 
cool and protected

- 3 year OWC limited warranty

AN EXTENSION OF 
YOUR CREATIVITY

https://www.owcdigital.com/products/mercury-elite-pro-usb-firewire-esata


Mercury Elite Pro with +1 Port
Professional USB 3.1 Gen 1 hard drive with USB expansion.
Mercury Elite Pro with +1 port is the session drive for creative pros — with an extra USB port for
extended connectivity. Now you don’t need to sacrifice a USB port to add external storage. Plug
in a card reader, camera, or other USB device alongside your drive. And with a rugged, fanless
aluminum chassis, this external powerhouse is at home in any studio environment.

PERFORMANCE MEETS EXPANSION

- Added connectivity with USB expansion

- USB 3.1 Gen 1 performance up to 219MB/s

- 3 year OWC limited warranty
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Mercury Elite Pro mini & Mercury Elite Pro Dual mini
Ultimate pro grade portable drives.
Packing pro performance into a portable, bus-powered form factor, these are the perfect 
drives for high demand applications on the go. With capacities up to 4TB, no matter 
where you are, the Mercury Elite Pro mini line delivers the performance and flexibility to 
meet the most extreme workflow requirements for pros working with rich media content. 

Mercury Elite Pro mini
- Dependable pro performance: speeds up to 520MB/s

- Up to 3TB capacity

- Aluminum heat-dissipating chassis

- 3 year OWC limited warranty 

Mercury Elite Pro Dual mini
- Dependable pro performance: speeds up to 738MB/s

- Up to 4TB capacity

- Aluminum heat-dissipating chassis

- 3 year OWC limited warranty 

GOOD LOOKS MEET 
GREAT DESIGN

Quality products, competitive prices and expert support for 30 years.     16
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- Sustained speeds up to 433MB/s

- Up to 2TB capacity

- Acrylic, heat-dissipating chassis keeps your drive cool and protected

- 3 year OWC limited warranty

PERFORMANCE ON-THE-GO

Mercury On-The-Go Pro
Portable project drive
Mercury On-The-Go Pro is portable storage with a unique see-through 
design. Bus-powered over FireWire 800 and USB 3.1 Gen 1, 
Mercury On-The-Go Pro tackles creative projects with speeds over 
400MB/s. It’s the rugged external drive that goes wherever your 
inspiration takes you.
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OWC Jupiter Callisto   
Unified storage
Jupiter Callisto is highly scalable, enterprise-class unified storage designed for collaborative workgroups. Callisto offers unmatched 
flexibility and reliability in environments where zero downtime is the standard. Give your production workflow a no-compromise storage 
solution with Callisto.

- 8-bay (2U rack) and 16-bay (3U rack) unified NAS/SAN storage

- Advanced ZFS data architecture

- Straightforward web-based management

- 10 Gb Ethernet Onboard

- Easy future expansion with Jupiter Kore systems

NETWORK STORAGE EVOLVED

Quality products, competitive prices and expert support for 30 years.     18
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OWC Jupiter Kore   
Mini-SAS JBOD storage
Upgrade your workflow with the power and affordability of OWC Jupiter Kore. Up to 16 drive bays, two mini-SAS ports, and
redundant power supplies deliver performance and reliability for the most demanding production environments. Use the mini-SAS
ports in tandem for staggering transfers up to 48Gb/s, or increase JBOD storage capacity with additional Jupiter Kore racks.

- 8-bay (2U rack) and 16-bay (3U rack) enterprise-class storage

- Up to 128TB capacity and two Mini-SAS ports

- Hot-swappable drive trays and fan modules for quick installation and removal

- Redundant hot-swappable power supplies with automatic load balancing

- RAID functionality via PCIe or Thunderbolt RAID controller
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OWC Drive Dock
Bare drive access made easy.
OWC Drive Dock is the fastest way to access bare SATA drives. Hot swap, read multiple 
drives simultaneously, or boot from bare drives, all at the speed of the Thunderbolt 2 and/or 
USB 3.1 Gen 1 interfaces. For video pros working with multiple bare drives on big projects, 
OWC Drive Dock delivers extreme transfer speeds with amazing flexibility and convenience, 
making it an indispensable drive tool.

- Hot swap drives with ease

- Supports both 2.5" and 3.5" drives

- Internal universal auto-switching power supply

- 2 year OWC limited warranty

Quality products, competitive prices and expert support for 30 years.     20
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Mercury Pro
Now with an updated design, Mercury Pro is the premier drive to bring optical media back to your 
workflow. With a sleek, durable aluminum chassis, and high-speed USB 3.1 Gen 1 interface, Mercury 
Pro delivers reliable performance that matches its good looks. It’s cooler, quieter, and better than ever.

- Supports M-DISC long term archive format 

- High-speed USB 3.1 Gen 1 interface

- Professional, rugged aluminum chassis

- Blu-ray Disc and DVD burner models available

YOUR DESKTOP ARCHIVE SOLUTION
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MacDrive
Cross-platform harmony
MacDrive for Windows makes your PC smarter giving you the 
ability to access Mac-formatted disks directly from Windows, 
including HFS+ and APFS drives. Whether it is the Mac boot 
volume, an external drive, or even a RAID set, MacDrive can 
handle almost any Mac disk you have.

SOFTWARE TO DO MORE
SoftRAID
Maximum speed, maximum protection
SoftRAID for Mac gives you incredible performance, reliability and the piece
of mind knowing your data is safe and secure. With five different RAID volume
levels, SoftRAID has you covered - whether your emphasis is on the safety
of your data, the speed of accessing that data or the best of both. 

Quality products, competitive prices and expert support for 30 years.     22



MAKING THE CONNECTIONS
THAT MATTER

OWC CONNECTIVITY
SOLUTIONS
Streamline your workspace with OWC’s 

range of high-performance connectivity 

solutions. Multiple interfaces all within 

easy reach give you more time and 

space to focus on your workflow, 

instead of plugging in equipment. Make 

the right connections with OWC.



OWC Thunderbolt Dock
Redefine what’s possible in your studio.
Unite your devices with just one Thunderbolt cable and bring 
unbelievable connectivity back to your laptop at the fastest 
speeds possible. OWC Thunderbolt Docks are the unmatched 
expansion platforms for your Thunderbolt-equipped Mac, 
setting a new standard of flexibility, connectivity, and 
dependable performance.

Thunderbolt 2 Dock
- (2) Thunderbolt 2 and (5) USB 3.1 Gen 1 ports

- FireWire 800 for legacy devices

- Audio in and out

- Gigabit Ethernet

- HDMI with 4K display support 

Thunderbolt 3 Dock
- (2) Thunderbolt 3 and (5) USB 3.1 Gen 1 ports

- Combo audio ports and S/PDIF

- Gigabit Ethernet and SD card

- mini DisplayPort

- Mac and PC compatible 

Quality products, competitive prices and expert support for 30 years.     24
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OWC USB-C Dock
Reconnect your devices to your USB-C equipped computer with the brilliant 
OWC USB-C Dock — the full-featured connectivity companion you’ve been 
waiting for. Reconnect your computer to your workflow, your business, your 
desktop and your life, with 10 ports, full power to the computer, and four 
color options to complement your style. 

DISCONNECTED? 
RECONNECT TO YOUR WORKFLOW

- (5) USB 3.1 Gen 1 ports including (1) USB Type-C  

- 80W to power and quickly charge USB devices

- Gigabit Ethernet, SD card reader, combo audio ports

- mini DisplayPort
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COMPLETE COMPACT CONNECTIVITY
USB-C TRAVEL DOCK
Connect. Power. Charge.
The USB-C Travel Dock brings portable connectivity to your USB-C equipped notebook, no matter where you 
are. The OWC USB-C Travel Dock delivers incredible versatility providing five ports of connectivity and power in a 
surprisingly tiny package. There’s no better way to keep your workflow going while on the go.

- USB 3.1 Gen 1 captive cable

- (2) USB 3.1 Gen 1

- SD Card Reader

- HDMI 2.0

- Up to 60W of power pass through capability

- With power adapter it can work as 
a stand alone charging station

- Small enough to fit in your pocket

- Available in four colors

https://www.owcdigital.com/products/usb-c-travel-dock


Mercury Helios 3
Thunderbolt 3 PCIe Expansion Chassis
Leveraging extreme performance Thunderbolt 3 and PCIe 3.0 technologies,
Mercury Helios 3 delivers nearly unlimited expansion potential to your computer.
At up to 40Gb/s transfer speed, the sky is the limit with the flexibility to completely
customize the capabilities of almost any workflow or workstation.

- One half-length, full-height, double-width x16 PCIe 3.0 slot

- Daisy-chain support for up to five additional Thunderbolt peripheral

- Dual Thunderbolt 3 and DisplayPort connectivity

- Near-silent operation

- Plug and play — no drivers needed

TAKE THE BRAKES OFF 
YOUR WORKFLOW
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- Integrated Thunderbolt 3 cable

- Easy access, Dual DisplayPort or HDMI ports

- Durable, compact and portable

- Thunderbolt certified for Windows PCs and Macs with Thunderbolt 3 ports

- 1 year OWC limited warranty

Thunderbolt 3 Dual Display Adapters
See the Bigger Picture
Enhance your productivity with OWC’s Thunderbolt 3 Dual Display Adapters. With 
two displays, you can accomplish more in the same amount of time. The dual display 
adapters enable you to connect two UHD displays with added audio support to any 
Thunderbolt 3 equipped computer. Drive two UHD displays without draining system 
resources and degrading system performance. 

https://www.owcdigital.com/products/thunderbolt-3-dual-display-adapters


OWC Cables
Make the right connection with the right cables.
OWC is your source for high-performance cables to connect, transfer, charge 
and sync all your devices with confidence. Don’t let substandard cables become 
the weak link in your workflow.

USB Type-C to USB Type-A Adapter 
USB 3.1 Gen 1

Premium Thunderbolt Cable
Thunderbolt 2

Premium Thunderbolt Cable
Thunderbolt 3

USB-C to USB-C
USB 3.1 Gen 1 Type-C
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